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Key benefits

 
In markets without ‘HEPA’ change feature to: 

Up to 40 minutes of fade-free suction. 
With fade-free lithium-ion batteries, 
suction starts strong and stays strong. 

Max mode 
Provides 7 minutes of higher suction 
power for more difficult tasks.

50% quieter. Same powerful suction. 
Accoustically engineered to reduce 
volume and improve sound quality.

Hygienic dirt ejector. 
Hygienically drive out trapped dust  
and debris in single action. There’s  
no need to touch the dirt.

Whole machione HEPA filtration. 
Captures 99.97% of particles  
as small as 0.3 microns.  
Expels air cleaner than the  
air you breathe.

Deep cleans carpets. Sucks up pet hair. 
Powerful suction and a direct-drive 
motor head clean deep into carpet 
removing ground-in dirt.

Sucks up large debris and  
fine dust from hard floors. 
Powerful suction and a soft roller  
cleaner head remove fine dust  
and large debris from hard floors.

Transforms to a handheld. 
Quickly and easily transforms to a 
handheld for cleaning on the stairs, 
in the car and on the sofa. 

Transforms to clean  
up high. Weighs under 6lbs. (2.6kg) 
Ergonomically engineered to feel  
light in the hand when pushed across 
floors or lifted to clean up high.

Cord-free. Hassle-free. 
No cord to unravel, plug in, drag around 
and restrict your reach. You can quickly 
and easily clean when you need to. 

Captures allergens, expels cleaner air.

 

LEGAL NOTE.  

For EU markets please  
use grey cross image.
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Sucks up large debris and  
fine dust from hard floors. 
Powerful suction and a soft roller  
cleaner head remove fine dust  
and large debris from hard floors.



4
extra tools

Dyson Cinetic™  
science captures the 
dust that can clog 

Self-adjusts to clean 
every floor type.

Hygienic, one-click  
bin emptying.  
Ejects trapped dirt.

Self-rights  
when toppled.

The only vacuum with  
no filters to wash or replace.

Powerful suction across every floor type.

Articulated hard floor tool

Carbon fibre  soft dusting brush

Combination tool

Stair tool
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5
extra tools

Carbon fibre turbine floor tool

Tangle-free Turbine tool

Articulated hard floor tool

Combination tool

Stair tool
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Ejects trapped dirt.
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The only vacuum with  
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